ABSTRACT Wheeled robots exhibit fast and stable motion on a flat road but lack the ability to overcome the obstacles and rough terrains. To address this shortage, a two-wheel hopping robot is proposed by combining the wheel locomotion and bounce movement. A gear train and a four-bar linkage are employed for jumping. In particular, the take-off angle is dependent on the link length of the four-bar linkage, thus providing versatile flight trajectories. Therefore, the dependency of the hopping performance on the four-bar linkage can be maximized. A four-bar linkage with the same length is used for the specific trajectory and balance control of the inverted pendulum model of the prototype. Dynamics analyses and simulations have been conducted to verify the robot design and its parameters. By jumping tests, the hopping performance is compared with other robots in a quantitative manner. The experimental results show that the wheeled hopping robot has the advantages of light mass and jumping height efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that wheeled robots can move fast and are stable on a flat road, thus gaining high efficiency and low motion noise. In many cases, mobile robots are used for monitor, search and rescue (MSR). However, when wheeled robots are moving in uneven terrains, such as slopes and gullies, their intrinsic shortcomings appear. For example, they cannot overcome an obstacle when the radius of the wheel is less than the height of the obstacle or the contact point is above the center of the wheel. Because of the limitations on size and mass, a wheel diameter cannot be arbitrarily large. To date, how to improve their overcoming obstacle abilities is still a challenging problem.
To address this problem, many researchers implemented a number of wheeled climbing robots, such as the Whegs robot, which can climb obstacles 175% of its wheel radius due to a cockroach-like nominal tripod gait [1] , and IMPASS, which can walk on various terrains, cross over obstacles, and climb up steps by intelligently extending and retracting its spokes [2] . When robots are moving in the uneven terrains, legged locomotion is an ideal alternative to wheels since it allows the use of isolated footholds, the ability to step over obstacles, and the ability to decouple the path of the body from that of the leg [3] . For instance, the self-adaptive robotic leg can passively change its transmission and shape to cross several big obstacles [4] . However, a legged or wheeled robot is not an effective solution to the problem of overcoming high obstacles.
Inspired by biological creatures, jumping is then regarded as not only an add-on to traditional wheeled robots but also an evolution in legged robots. Similar to what occurs in the natural world, jumping is an efficient method that helps robots overcome obstacles much higher than themselves [5] , and even jump over an obstacle or gully several ten times of their own sizes. Therefore, compared with other locomotion modes, jumping shows good dynamic accelerating performance [6] . The jumping trajectory consists of a series of discrete take-off and landing points with a good adaptability to the ground. However, these robots can rarely realize fast traveling, economic jumping, posture control, and soft landing [7] .
The typical wheel-legged robot ''Handle'' is designed for mobile manipulation and can jump 1.2 m high by employing hydraulic driven legs, but its large volume of nearly 1.98 m in height limits its applications [8] . Some other legged platforms such as HyQ [9] , the Raibert hopper [10] and the MIT robot Cheetah [11] use a similar driving system. In contrast, ''Salto'' is less than 20 cm high and weighs only 100 grams and is designed to enhance power modulation, as well as minimize the mass and volume. Inspired by galagos, ''Salto'' is built using a series-elastic actuation (SEA) with a novel eight-bar revolute mechanism corresponding to an MA (mechanical advantage) profile. An MA is defined as the ratio of the reaction force at the foot to the force applied by the actuator. The average jumping height of this SEA+MA robot is 1.21 m±0.065 m, nearly 78% of the vertical jumping ability of a galago (the previous robots can reach 55% at most), which proves an efficient jumping design and strategy [12] , [13] . Furthermore, ''Salto-1P'' is created for continuously hopping on the ground. Aerodynamic thrusters and an inertial tail are added to control its attitude in the air. ''Salto-1P'' can perform a standing vertical leap of 1.25 m, continuously hop to heights over 1 m, and jump over 2 m horizontally [14] . The mechanisms adopted by other jumping robots are presented in Table 1 . A number of catch mechanisms are used in these small jumping robots. However, among these jumping robots, none of them provides the advantages of wheel motion. The robot proposed in this paper is 132×54×168 mm in size. Both the wheel mode and jumping mode are involved in this small-sized robot. Not only can the robot move stably and quickly using the wheels but also the jumping trajectory, such as the take-off angle and balance control, can all be justified through the wheels. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the principle of the wheeled-hopping robot is provided, including the gear train for energy charge and release, and the four-bar linkage with a torsional spring used to act as the jumping actuator. The jumping dynamics model is built and analyzed in Section 3. In Section 4, the simulation is conducted to optimize the structure of the robot. The prototype is fabricated, and experiment results are shown in Section 5 to verify and assess the robot design. The paper is concluded in the last section.
II. DESIGN PRINCIPLE
It is obvious that the mass distribution of the robot should be designed in an optimal fashion so that the jumping height and jumping distance could be maximized. The mass distribution between the legs and the main body of the robot is governed by (1) .
where λ is the mass ratio of the leg to the robot, α 0 is the takeoff angle and the ''cost of transport'' τ is defined as the kinetic energy of a jumping system divided by the mass and distance of a jump. It can be an indicator for the jumping efficiency. Therefore, the cost function τ is inversely proportional to the mass ratio λ [23] . To obtain high jumping efficiency, the weight of the legs should be reduced and most of the mass, such as the gear train and control panel, should be placed close to the top of the body. The actuator of the robot will be discussed later. The robot's trajectory of overcoming obstacles is shown in Figure 1 . 
A. ENERGY CHARGE AND RELEASE MECHANISM
One of the most important features in hopping robots is the energy charge and release mechanism with the characteristic of quick-return motion. Thus, the energy charge and release mechanism can release the stored elastic energy in very short time to ensure a sufficiently great reaction force between the ground and the robot foot. Because of the sufficient reaction, the initial velocity and the initial acceleration at the moment of jumping can be triggered. The commonly used bounce triggering mechanism is summarized in Table 1 . A gear system with two incomplete gears is employed in our hopping robot, providing the benefit of saving space compared to a cam. The gear train consists of an active gear, two transmission gears and two pulley gears, as shown in Fig. 2 . When the active gear is driven counter-clockwise by the motor, the cable passing around the pulley will be tightened in a slow manner until the incomplete gears and pulley gears disengage from each other because of the missing teeth. Immediately after that, the pulley gear is released, and the jumping mode begins.
B. PARALLEL LINKAGE FOR HOPPING
The main advantage of a four-bar linkage is that the trajectory of a link can be modified by changing the length of the bars. When it is used for the leg design, the take-off angle could VOLUME 6, 2018 be modified, and the ground reaction force profile could be improved [24] . The design of the four-bar linkage is to solve the ideal trajectory of jumping. For instance, to achieve high jumping and fast running, the leg in the Kangaroo-inspired robot has four bars with different lengths to resemble a real Kangaroo leg, where the horizontal length is greater than the vertical length [16] . The leg inspired by the musculoskeletal structure in the robot leg involved high performance and dynamic efficiently locomotion, including walking, running and especially jumping in the vertical direction, which was realized by a parallel linkage [24] .
The ideal jumping trajectory of the robot in this paper is shown in Figure 3 . To balance the robot, the four-bar linkage should be arranged in a right-left symmetry with one torsional spring on each joint of the front and the back joints. The main reason for the use of the torsional springs here is that they are more space-saving than linear springs.
III. DYNAMICS MODEL
As the wheel and hopping robot is in a right-left symmetry form, it can be simplified to a 2D model in the X-Y plane, as shown in Figure 4 . When facing an obstacle, the robot is designed to overcome the obstacle in the way shown in Figure 1 . During the take-off phase, a coordinate system is attached to the contact point between the wheel and the ground, the four bars are indexed counter-clockwise as in Figure 4 . Additionally, α is the inclination angle of the body relative to the Y-axis.
The kinetic energy for jumping is gained from the elastic potential energy of the torsional spring and is generated through the reaction force with the ground F x , F y . In equations (2) and (3), m i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the mass of each part of the robot, m w is the combined mass of the wheel and the motor and m u is the mass of the upper body. The position of the parts is given by: Once the mass and length of the robot have been designed, the angles α and θ have a significant impact on the reaction force between the body and the ground. If the second-order derivation of the position coordinates is taken and m is substituted into equation (3), then the two variables that affect the reaction force and then the take-off acceleration can be determined. Based on the parameters in Table 2 , the analysis results are shown in Fig. 5 .
According to Fig. 5 , it can be seen that F y decreases with the increase of α, which indicates that the more inclined the body is to the ground, the smaller the take-off acceleration is. In contrast, F y increases when θ increases, showing that it is necessary to use a torsional spring with a large pre-angle to obtain the desired take-off acceleration. However, the energy for hopping will decrease based on the following equation:
K is the torsional stiffness coefficient, N is the number of springs and θ is the deflection angle of the springs. When the robot flies in the air, the air friction force is:
Where ρ is the air density, v (t) is the velocity of the robot, A is the frontal area and c d is the drag coefficient. 
Then, we havė
The initial velocity of the robot v 0 is nearly 2 m/s based on equation (16) , and if β (0) = 80 0 is assumed, then the initial conditions can be expressed as:
The numerical simulation is carried out based on equations (8) ∼ (13), and the analysis of the relationship between the velocity and the hopping time is shown in Fig. 6 . The curve in Fig. 6(b) is a part of that in Fig. 6(a) . The initial velocity of the robot is given directly from equations (12) ∼ (13), and the hopping process takes less than 40 ms when the vertical velocity is reduced to zero and the robot reaches the highest point. In addition, Fig. 6 (a) VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 6. Velocity change during the jumping process.
shows that the deceleration process is changed in a nonlinear way, and the acceleration in the horizontal direction is much smaller than that in the vertical direction because of the gravity acceleration g. 
IV. SIMULATION
A virtual prototype is built to investigate the performance of the jumping robot, as shown in Fig. 7(a) . The mass property is attached to each part according to Table 2 . The velocity and the reaction force of jumping are observed in the simulation. A number of situations in the software are likely to occur during an actual experiment, for example, the speeds of the two wheels are different from each other, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . Thus, the reaction forces applied on each wheel are not equal, as shown in Fig. 8(b) . The different states of the wheels are most likely to occur in reality and should be given particular attention. The simulated results are presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . From Fig. 8(b) , it can be seen that the interaction between the ground and the robot lasts 80 ms, and the opening angle of the torsional spring is 93.76 degrees, which is larger than the natural state of 90 degrees. It can be found that the torsional spring has been released to the natural state before the robot leaves the ground. In Fig. 8(a) , we can see that the velocity of the upper body begins to decrease at 69 ms. At that moment, the wheel's velocity is still maintained at zero. This is because the upper body needs be accelerated for a while first, and then the wheels are driven up in a way similar to an ''inelastic collision'' [36] . During this period, the torsional spring is released to a larger angle than the natural state. When the speed of the upper body is reduced to zero, the robot reaches the highest point similar to that shown in Fig. 6 . Four torsional springs with different preloads but the same stiffnesses were used in the simulation, and the results are shown in Fig. 9 , indicating that the larger the pre-angle is, the higher the robot can jump because more elastic energy is charged before jumping. Obvious second-bounces are generated by a torsional spring that is greatly preloaded. Due to the energy loss during jumping, especially for a collision in the landing phase, the height of the second bounce is much smaller than the height of the first jump.
By the simulation, it is possible that the two four-bar linkages are not in the same flight state, such as the time to take off, the pose in the air and the extent of the expansion at one moment. The main reason is that the release process of the torsional springs is not exactly the same. Therefore, the wheel frames on both sides should be rigidly connected for good balance control and stable landing. During a stable landing, the energy transfer should be maximized while landing. Therefore, the material of the wheel should be soft to a certain extent. The height difference between the second bounces is less than 10% according to Fig. 9 ; therefore, 120 degrees is selected as the preangle of the torsional spring in our experiments.
V. PROTOTYPE AND EXPERIMENTS
The two-wheel and hopping robot is designed, as shown in Fig. 10 , with a control panel, a gear train, a guide bar, a four-bar linkage, and a wheel frame. Each wheel is driven by a DC motor, and the hopping mechanism is driven by another DC motor located on the upper part of the robot. The output torque of the motor is 0.196 Nľqm. The guide bar is used to ensure that the four-bar linkage can be compressed and released in the vertical direction. The four-bar linkage can be deformed in the range from 110 mm to 40 mm for a potential jump.
The control method is introduced here. In the balanced upright phase, because of the gravity of the robot, the robot is likely to lose balance and fall. The angle between the robot and the vertical axis must be controlled in a specific range to keep the robot in a balanced state. Differing from the switched linear controller in [37] , PID controller is adopted to balance the robot in this paper. The angle between the robot and the vertical axis is fed back to the controller, and a torque command is generated to drive the wheels to cause the robot to be in a vertical state. The control process can also be described in detail as follows: the value of the angular displacement sensor (MPU6050) is collected through STM32, and then the value of PWM is adjusted based on the PID control algorithm, so that the speed of the wheels can be changed. During this process, the value of PD is mainly adjusted. That means the value of Kp is gradually increased until there is a reverse or low frequency jitter and the differential control parameter Kd is used to control the trend of deviation, referring to suppressing the moment of inertia (ie, excessive rotation). Finally, the balance of the inverted pendulum model is achieved.
Screenshots are taken from the video of the jumping experiments, as shown in Fig. 11 . The robot performed the jumping task successfully. The average jumping height is 120 mm, and the maximum height is 140 mm. The horizontal jumping distance is above 50 mm. The initial velocity is 1.66 m/s. Compared to the simulation results, the experimental results yield better jumping performance. The main reason is that a torsional spring with a larger stiffness coefficient is used in our experiments compared with that used in the simulation. A slight instability, such as a second bounce, occurred in both the experiments and simulation.
There are measures for assessing the jumping performance, such as the maximum jumping height. The ratio between the jumping heights to its own maximum size is another frequently used measure. Furthermore, the ability of continuous jumping is also important to the jumping robots, so the integrity of motion can be ensured. In the terms of these measures, the jumping performance of the abovementioned well-known jumping robots is evaluated in Table 3 .
Many advantages can emerge from the combination of different motion modes. In this paper, both continuous jumping and stable movement can be achieved by the robot. It can be seen from Table 3 that among the jumping robots that can move stably and jump continuously, this wheeled hopping robot exhibits the lightest mass. In terms of the ratio of JH and MS, this robot shows better jumping performance than does Handle.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, a novel two-wheeled and hopping robot is proposed. The robot combines the wheel and hopping mechanisms and thus provides a new design idea for the MSR mission in a small-scale area. A four-bar linkage is employed in the robot to generate a hopping motion, and the stable movement of the robot on the road is obtained by wheels. The elastic energy is released by a specially designed gear train. The release process is simulated, and the simulated results indicate that the torsional spring is fully released at the time when the robot takes off. Taking advantage of the great deformation of the four-bar linkage, the minimum jumping height of the robot is greater than 117 mm. Compared to ''Handle,'' which can jump up to 61% of its own height, our robot can jump up to 83% of its height, which is 14 cm. Moreover, the realization of continuous jumping is another highlight, which allows the robot overcome continuous obstacles on the road, thus ensuring the integrity of the entire motion driven by wheels. During the jumping process, the pose of the robot must be maintained in a stable range during landing. In our future work, to further improve the jumping height of the wheeled hopping robot, other bar linkages will be designed to increase energy efficiency. The second point is to optimize the control algorithm to obtain better robustness and balance performance while jumping and landing. His research interests include mobile robot, jumping robot, inspection robot, pipe robot, mechanism design, and control.
